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COMMITMENT TO
EXCELLENCE 

We received the Rotary Club
Community Care Excellence
Awards, 2023 for unwavering
commitment and outstanding
contribution in Rotary focus
area: "Economic and
Community Development."
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TROMBAY
CERTIFICATE

DISTRIBUTION

DBM India had a successful
certificate distribution program
for the MSCIT, Basic IT & ECCE
courses at our Trombay center.
Along with that, we appreciated
those students whose
attendance was 100% and their
creativity in all the courses.
We also appreciated those
students,with certificates and
gifts, who helped us mobilize
for our courses at our centre
and helped towards the centre
activities.

MS-CIT, Basic IT, ECCE,
Para Nursing,
Volunteering
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UDAAN TEACHER
TRANING

PROGRAM
The Udaan project organized an
Intensive Teacher Training
Course on 24th June as part of its
aim to provide quality education.
Ms. Shobha Shankaran, an
experienced figure in the field of
education, supported Udaan's
academic teachers with her
expertise to ensure the success of
this noble initiative.

The primary objective of the
training session was to empower
educators and foster an
environment of effective
learning. The session focused on
equipping teachers with the
necessary skills and knowledge to
deliver content in creative ways
that would establish a strong
connection within the classroom.
Udaan teachers actively
participated in sharing their
experiences and concerns in the
context of academics and
teaching strategies. 

Additionally, the training
emphasized the importance of
recognizing, respecting, and
accommodating students with
diverse backgrounds, abilities,
and learning styles. Teachers
were encouraged to identify the
unique learning needs of their
students and implement
appropriate strategies to meet
those needs.
Dr. Charanjeet Kaur graced the
session with her presence and
shared some precious gems from
her vast experience as a teacher.
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YOGA DAY
CELEBRATED AT

OUR CENTRES

DBM India inaugurated the
Tech Mahindra Foundation
batches at our Khar Centre.
The program was inaugurated
by our chief guest, Miss. Naina
Shetty, Vice President Tech
Mahindra. Mr. Mahesh and Mr.
Chandrakanth were also
present.
It was quite an interactive
program, and students from
BFSI & ITES batch actively
interacted with all the
dignitaries. Also, as part of the
world environmental day, the
TMF team distributed
plantation seeds to all the
present students as an
initiative to restore and
nurture the environment.

TECH MAHINDRA
FOUNDATION

INAUGURATION



Zepto

Quantsapp Pvt. Ltd.

Akash Public School 

Glocalbodh Pvt. Ltd.

Call2Connect 

 Altrus

Jam Finance 

Star Bazar

ICICI bank

Buzz Works

Kalpvrikksh 

Viddhi

Perfekten

Athens Internationals  

Eureka Solutions

Tata Trends
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PLACEMENTS
HIGHLIGHTS  FOR

THE MONTH 
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JOB FAIR
DBM India conducted Job fair
Campus drive which was
attended by many students
from Chembur and Nerul. 

Companies & Consultancies
for job fair.
1 Kalpvrikksh 
2 Viddhi
3 Perfekten
After first screening the
selected students went for the
final round of interviews in
the respective offices

TAILORING
WORKSHOP

ORIENTATION
PROGRAM 

DBM India ties up with
TISSER India to help women
to learn to make things out
of waste material and
become entrepreneurs by
selling their own creation. 



www.dbmindia.org info@dbmindia.org 9819108191
All donations are exempt u/s 80G of the Income Tax Act 1961

Google Pay- 9819108191 
 

Paytm- 9167622565

Bank Details Navasrushti International Trust
Account no. 30514869087 
IFSC Code- SBIN0001862
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To support and contribute to our projects and empower our youth and women. 
We are available on the below given platforms.

Thank you Donors for being with us every day...
"Your kindness makes a difference each time, every time"

ANOTHER FEATHER
ADDED TO THE 

M-POWER SUCCESS 

Satyam Tiwari, a 21-year-old resident of Mankhurd,
Mumbai, hails from a modest background. 
He comes from a family of four, with his father,
working as a taxi driver, and his mother, a housewife.
Recognizing the importance of banking government
exams, Satyam embarked on a path of self-
improvement. He dedicated his time to studying and
preparing for banking exams to secure a stable job
and improve his family's financial situation. 
Satyam discovered DBM India (M-Power Library cum
Study Centre), a place that became his sanctuary for
studying. Spending 6-8 hours regularly at the library,
he found the peaceful environment and supportive
staff in his learning journey. The library's excellent
facilities and resources further enhanced his self-
study sessions. With sheer determination and
relentless efforts, Satyam successfully cleared exams
such as IBPS Clerk, RRB Clerk, and SBI Junior
Associate. Today, he is placed in Mumbai as a Junior
Associate with a salary of Rs. 35,000 per month,
marking a significant milestone in his career. Satyam
attributes his success to M-Power Library, considering
it not just a library but his "karmabhoomi." The library
played a vital role in his self-study journey and
significantly contributed to his achievements. Satyam
expresses heartfelt gratitude to DBM India for its
unwavering support throughout his journey. He
recognizes the library as an instrumental force that
aided his preparation for the NET exam. 
Satyam Tiwari's inspiring journey showcases the
power of determination and the transformative role
of DBM India in his life. From a modest background,
he overcame challenges, excelled in banking
government exams, and secured a position as a
Junior Associate.


